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What was lvlarconi like?-What were the tactors that
influenced his early lilC? What were the events
leading up to that first historic transatlantic
broadcast? And what did Marconi do in the 1920s
and 1930s? These are some of the questions that
we endeavour to answer in {ive articles especially
writ\en Iot Electronics & Pouler. .The first article
(p.308) introduces us to Marconi, 6nd then {ollow
two historical accounts of IVIarconi's life and
achievements, one covering the period '1874-1919
(p.312) and the second the later years {rom 1919
to Marconi's death in 1937 (p.315). On p.32O we
read o{ reaclions from others to lvlarconi's work,
and conclude on p.323 with a more detailed
account of ihe tr ials at Lavernock in 1897.

The {ield oJ electronic
instrumenlation is a fast-
moving one, especiallV
6ince the advent of micro-
mlniaturisation and com-
plex inregrated circuits.
On p.327, David l,4etcalfe
reviews recent Progress ;n
electronic instrumenta-
tion, and on p.332 we
preview the IEA exhibi-
tion, Britain's premier
instrument show,

One of the vital para-
met'ers for anV electncal
machine is its thermal
Performance, and wavs
are always being investi'
qated Jor developinq svn-
thetic temperature tests.
Two new lests have
recently been developed
at the University of
Bristol which deal with
a.c. mach ines (p.329).

]{EXT ISSUE
The next issue ol Electronics & Powet will be
published on the 16th May and will include articles
on solar power, high-voltage transformers and
developments in medical ultrasonics diagnostics.
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MARCONI -
father of the radio age

The 25th April 1974 marked the centenary of the birth of
Guglielrno Marconi- It would be an impossiblq task for us here to
assiss in a few lines the contribution made by Marconi in the field
ofradio communication. Suffice it to say that he will be
remembered and honoured for ever for his unique talents, his
perseverence, his drive and his many experimental'firsts'.

A joint meeting of the IEE Electronics Division and the IERE
entitled 'The Marconi heritage' was held at Savoy Place on the
25th Aprii to celebrate the centenary, and some of Marconi's
successors, each of whom has achieved fame in that same branch
ofengineering science, gathered to pay tribute to the great man.
ln ti-rii issue, we publish several articles, based on lectures given at
that meeting, which describe Marconi's innovations, and which
give contemporary reactions to his pioneering work.-. 

We read oi the progress that was made between 7894 and 1937 '
Sir Eric Eastwood writes 'He had commenced his work with a

vision, to achieve comprehensive communication with the aid of
Hertz's waves; by the en{ he had spanned the Atlantic. Marconi
was a true engineer, who systematically developed his system to
meet a communication need. From his work much pure scie nce
has stemmed, including knowledge of the Earth's atmosphere and

its interation with solar radiation. But Marconi was primarily a
wireless-communication engineer. His work initiated the radio
age.'

Prof. Jolly tells us, 'Marconi was an innovator rather than a

discoverer. It was the ability to select, modify, and organise

scientific discovery, people and, indeed, events, which brought
Marconi to his great achievement and his world fame. His
distinguished "competitors" were more interested in the
fundamental properties of Hertzian waves. Marconi had no
interest in these fundamental properties, but he had an in-
Comitable will to succeed in his clear-cut task of increasing the
range of signals, and he brought to this task the endless patience
needed to try all likely, .lnd some very unlikely, experimental
modifications.'

Perhaps the most apt description ofMarconi comes from G. A.
Isted who reports: 'He had a remarkable gift of invention and
experimentation. He had, in fact, what one might term "wireless
greenfingers"'.

Our tribute to Marconi will be completed in the 3 Oth May issue.
Two further articles will describe modern developments in global
and maritime communication which stem from Marconi's early
developments-
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MARCONI
pioneer of
wireless
telegraphy
by SIR EBIC EASTWOOD

1 Hertz's qenerator of electromagnetic wav€s

2 Marconi's elevaled aerial{or wirel€ss telegraphy {1894-95}

Sir Eric Eastwood is chief scientist with the N4arconi Co. and
director of research. GEC. He is immediate Past-President of
the IEE
l'bis article is brsed on a lecture delivcrcd to a jointmeetiDgofthc IEE
Elecrronics Division and the IBRE at Snvoy Placc on tbc 25th Apdl
1974 to mark the centenary ofthe birth of Guglielmo Marconi.

Guglielmo Marconi was born on the 25th April 1874. At that
time, Heinrich Hertz was a young student of 17, and nine years
had passed since Maxwell published his famous paper on
electromagnetic theory.

Propagation of waves against action at a distance
When we look back 1OO years, it is rather difficult for us to

appreciate the shock which the Faraday/Maxwell theory ofthe
electromagnetic field had given to the world of physics. This
theory had replaced the view of electric and magnetic
interactions as action-at-a-distance phenomena by the concept
that all such effects are propagated with finite velocity through
rhe air, through space, or indeed through any insulating
mediun; but the theory still lacked dtect experimental
confirrnation-

The success of Newton's theory of gravitation had made
scientists less adherent to the old philosophical axiom that
matter cannot act where it is not, and so gravitation as a
paradigm of all action-at-a-distance phenomena became not
merely acceptable but was regarded as 'natural'. Thus the zeal
of the disciples exceeded that of Newton himself, who, in 1692
wrote: 'That gravity should be innate, inherent, and essential
to matter, so that one body rnay act upon another at a distance
through a vacuum without the mediation of anything else. by
and through which their action and force may be conveyed
from one to another, is to me so $eat an absurdity that I
believe no man who has in philosophical mar lers a competenl
[aculty oi thin king ca n evcr fall into ir'.'

Faradal had weakcned rhe action at a disrrnce idea, bur lhe
elimination was completed by Maxwell's mathematical
formulation of Faraday's fields of force, which led to his
famous equations and the conclusion that electromagnetic
disturbances were propagated with finite velocity. It seems
incredible to us now that over 20 years were to elapse before
the Maxwell/Faraday view was generally accepted and the way
made clear for examination ofthe consequences ofthe theory,
as in Einstein's work, or for practical applications as executed
by Marconi and the comrnunicators. Perhaps a better
appreciation of the confused thoughts about these matters
which existed 100 years ago may be gained by considering the
subject of gravity waves at the present time. It was pointed out
by Einstein in 1916 that the equations of his general theory of
relativity suggested thai gravity waves might well be
propagated from a centre of disturbance such as a stellar
explosion, but this idea had attracted little attention. A theory
may be ignored, but experiments cannot be set aside so lightly;
and so, when Prof. Weber of the University of Maryland
claimed in 1969 tt.at he had detected such waves emanating
from the centre of our galaxy, the world of physics was
disturbed. A great deal of ingenuity has since been applied to
develop very sensitive instruments that would confirm or
disprove Weber's claim. lf it be proved, then one of the last
strongholds of action at a distance would have finally fallen to
experimental demonstration.

Hertz and electromagnetic waves
The seekers after gravitational radiation are in the difficuh

position that they cannot control the radiation process. They
can work only to perfect their receivers and try to detect the
radiation which Nature may have provided for them. When
Hertz in 1887 decided to tackle the corresponding problemof
demonstrating experimentally that the properties of the
electromagnetic field were as described by Maxwell, he had at
leasr both the ftansmitter and receiver of the presumed waves
under his control. He was well aware of the oscillatory nature
of the discharge from a Leyden jar, by reason of the work of
Helmholtz, Kelvin and Fedderson, also of the theoretical
possibility of increasing the frequency of the oscillation by the
use of 'open wire circuits of good conductivity provided that
the ends are not loaded with large capacities', and so he used as

his generator of electromagnetic waves a large Ruhrrkorff coil
across the terminals of which he placed a 'discharger', i.e. a

spark gap, separaaing cwo linear conductors. This is the
anangement which we now appropriately term a Hertzian
oscillator(Fig. 1).

His receiver consisted simply of a single loop of stiff wire
broken by a small adjustable spark gap, but this circuit could be
tuned to resonate with the transmitter and he observed the
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feeble sparks in a darkened room! Hertz's experiments we.e
first performed with radiation having a wavelength of the order
of 5 m, but later he deliberately reduced this to 30 cm to avoid
effects from interactions with the walls of his laboratorv. With
these simple devices,"Le was able to distinguish betwJen the
induction t'ield and the radiation field created by the oscillator
and to show that an electromagnetic disturbance was indeed
propagated through the air with a finite velocity approx-
imately equal to that of light. He concluded, 'By these
experiments the propagalion in time of a supposed action-at-a-
distance is for the first time proved', Hertz's proof included 'a
recognition of the fact that the electric forces can disentangle
themselves from material bodies. and can continue to subsist as

conditions or changes in the state of space.'.2
By means of his 3O cm apparatus, Hertz created 'rays' by

locating his linear oscillator along the focal lincs ofa parabolic
cylindrical reflector, and was able to demonstrate therewith
the reflection, refraction and polarisation of his radiations
precisely as with light waves. Thus he was able to claim that his
expeiments had made 'highly probable the hypothesis that
light is an electrical phenomenon'. He added 'to give a strict

wrote an appreciation of his electromagnetic researches, and
this article prolbundly influenced the young Marconi who was
already attracted to elcctrical science. Probably thc reading of
this article was only one contributory factor rvhich lcd Marconi
to conceive the idea rhet Hertzjdn waves could bc uscd to signal
between rcmote stations. Marconi was as paticnt and dcdicated
as Hertz, but his aims wcre different: how to increase thc
signalling range and the reliability of the basic system which
Hertz had devised.

During 1894, Marconi acquired, or built, equipment rvhich
permitted him to repeat some of Hcrtz's experiments and to
acquire experience in the use of this somcwhat temperamcntal
gear. He recognised thar the simple loop-and-spark receiver was
the weak element of the sysrcm that should first be improved.

$tl?R$*

proof of this hypothesis would logically require experiments
upon light itself'. I am sure that Hertz would have been highly
delighted to see the electrical breakdown ofairwhich can now
be produced by the beam from a modern high-power
carbon-dioxide laser

It was a tragic loss to science when Hertz died in 1894 at the
early age of 37, but even by 189o his electromagnetic
investigations were complete and provided the experimental
complement to Maxwell's theoretical studies. Hertz's contrib-
ution was vital for, as he himself wrote in 1893 only shortly
before his death, 'as long as Maxwell's theory depended solely
upon the probability of its rcsults and not on the certainty of
its hypotheses, it could not completely displace the theories
which were opposed to it . . . the result of these experiments is

to confirm rhe .lundamcnlal hypotheses .,f rhe Faraday/
Maxwelltheorv'.'

ln Hertz's laboratory, the maximum distance between
receiving loop and oscillator was 20 mi he made no attemPt to
extend the range of dctection. His purpose was to invesrigate
phenomena and not to signal information; but it will be seen

that the time was now dpe for the application of
electromagnetic waves to communication purposes, and this is

what Marconi achieved.

Telegraphy without wires-Marconi
Augusto Righi, professor of physics at the University of

Bologna, also experimented with electromagnetic waves and
among other achievements made improvements to Hertz's
oscillator. It was he who, in 1894, after the death of Hertz,

3 The young Marconi photographed
shortly atter his arrival in Enqland in
1496 lMarconico.l

lt was known from the work of a number o{ scientists, but
pafiiculaily of Prof. Branly of Paris, that the conductivity of
mixtnres of certain metallic powders was increased by
proximity to a spark dischargc, even that produccd between
the contacts of an elcctric bell, but the high resistance could be
restored after cessation of the spark by mechanically tapping
the tubc. This device was named the 'coherer' by Sir Oliver
Lodge. It was greatly improved by Marconi who also combined
wirh it a de-coherer, or tapper, which was activated by the
relay/Morse printer circuit, so that after reception of the burst
of damped waves radiated during each spark at the transmitter
the coherer was restored to the high resistance condition. With
this coherer, useful increase of signalling range was obtained,
but substantial improvemcnt came only with Marconi's
discovery, during the summer of 189 5, of the importance of an
elevated radiator. or aerial. He found that, if one side of his
oscillator were connected to a raiscd conductor and the other
pole connected to earth, ranges of over 1km were obtained
using a receiver connected to an identical aeriallearth
alrangement (Fig. 2). He also made the significant observation
that, even when his receiver was screened from direct view of
the transmitter by a small hill, nevertheless signals were still
received.

A reiiable range of 1 or 2 km independent of the terrain
meant that Marconi was within sight of a practical military or
commercial communication system. He accordingly offered
his invention to the Italian Ministry of Posts & Telegraphs, but
it was not accepted, and so he turned to London, seeking first
sponsorship for the technical advancement of his system and,
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secondly, opportunity to create a commercial company that
would design, build and operate cpmmercial wireless systems
on a world scale no less.

Marconi was only 22 years of age when he was granted the
opportunity to describe his work to W. H. Preece, chief
engineer of the GPO, and demonstrations were given in June
1896 (Fig. 3). ln September of that year, we find him as a
proteg€ of Preece demonstrating his system on Salisbury Plain,
not only to engineers of the Post Office but also to
representatives ofthe British Army and Navy. Both transmitter
oscillator and receiver coherer used horizontal, parabolic
reflectors; the wavelength was of the order of 30 cm and the
signalling distance was about 3 km. Demonstrations were given
on the same location some six months later, but now the
leflectors were abandoned and the elevated aerial plus earth
connection was employed to yield ranges of 7'5 km. This
apparatus change was highly significant, for it marked the
departure from decimetric wavelengths towards ever longer
and longer waves. Many years were to pass before short waves
were recognised as serious contcnde$ for a place in national
and international communication systems.

Throughout this first vital 12 months in London, Marconi
owned much to Preece's support which culminated in the
Bristol Channel tests of May 1897 when 13'9 km over water
were successfully bridged (Fig. 4). In the following month, on
the 4th June 1897, Preece delivered a Friday evening discou$e
to The Royal tnstitution with the title 'Signalling through
space without wires'. In this address, he paid handsome tribute
to Marconi's work and concluded with the statement,

'lt has been said that Mr. Marconi has done nothing new. He
has not discovered any new rays; his transmitter is

comparaaively old; his receiver is based on Branly's coherer.
Columbus did not invent the egg, but he showed how to make
it stand on its end, and Marconi has produced from known

means a new electric eye more delicate than any known
electrical instrument, and a new system of telegraphy that will
reach places hitherto inaccessible. There are a great many
pmctical points connected with this system that require to be
threshed out in a practical manner before it can be placed on
the market, but enough has been done to prove its value and to
show that for shipping and lighthouse purPoses. it will be a

great and valuable acquisition'-'

Maritime application of his telegrapby system certainly
accorded with Marconi's own views, but his ambitions were not
to be limited to this field of operation only; on the 2oth July
1897 the Marconi Co. was formed and relationships with
Preece and the Post Office became rather less close!

Development progress 1897 - 1902
When Marconi arrived in England in February 1896, his first

task was to safeguard his work by taking out a patent which
was filed on the znd June 1896. The complete specification
was accepted on the znd llly 7897 (No. 12 039) and
immediately defines the function his invention was intended to
subserve,

'My invention relates to the transmission of signals by means
ol elecrrical oscillations of high frequency, which are set up in
space or in conductors'."

ln the rexr which followed, emphasis was laid on the
short-wave version of Hertz's oscillator with the discharger
located along the fgcalline of a horizontal cylindrical parabolic
reflector, while the discussion of the receiver stressed the mode
of construction of the coherer in order to make it reliable. Of
the 19 clauses in the patent, no less than 13 were concerned
with the receiver, while the all-important claims on the
elevated aerial/earth configuration for the transmitter and
receiver were dealt with in two claims only and were to be
applied in 'situations where obstacles such as many houses or a
hill or mountains intervened between the transmitter and
receiver'. Special mention was made of the use of ae als
suspended by poles, balloons or kites.

On the 2nd March 1899, Marconi read his lirst paper to the
Institution of Electrical Engineers on 'Wireless telegraphy.'5
ln this paper, he states clearly the importance of the vertical

$$$$-

5 Marconi's'syntonised' transmitt€r ot
the'f our sevenJ patent (1900I

4 Post Olfice engineers sxamining Marconi's apparatus which he used
in 1897lor experiments across ihe Bristol Channel lMa]coni Co l
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aerial and quotes from a letter he had sent to Preece in
November 1896,

'. . . a radiator of flerrzian type having one pole earthed and

the olher connneclid lo a vertical, or almott rertical.
conductor, or to a lofty capacity area, and a resonator
consisting of a suitable receiver having similarly one terrninal
connected to earth and the other to an insulated vertical
conductor, constitute a system of transmitter and receiver
capable of giving effects at far greater distances than the
ordinary systems of Hertz radiators and resonators'.

Understanding of the radiation process from such an a€rial was
very vague, but Marconi arrived ernpirically at a useful
relationship connecting signalling distance and height of the
radiator. He also recognised that such an aerial possessed no
direcrivity and so would be vulnerable to interference. But his
paramount need was to increase the signalling distance in spite
of his lack of transmitter power and receiver sensitivity, and so

rhe vertical aerial technique prevailed.
Marconi described the many successful demonstrations

given during 1898, even to the Queen herself, also to Lord
Kelvin, and he concluded his paper with the news that the
French Government had just agreed to provide facilities for
demonstration of a cross Channel link.A few days afterthe IEE
meeting, the first wireless messages wete transmitted betwen
Dover and Boulogne,

The extent and variety of this demonstration work and the
technical success achieved would suggest that Marconi's system
of wireless telegraphy was gaining widespread acceptance and
that the prosperity of his new comPany was assured.
Unfortunately this was not quite the case; the first major order
for equipment for the British Fleet was not placed by the
Admiialty until July 1900 and this after the very successful use

of the Marconi system during the Fleet manoeuvres of the
previous summer. Commercial shipping lines were reluctant to
install a system which still suffered from a number of
ooeradonal weaknesses. Marconi was well awarc that t he fatal
dlfecr of t he sysrem was la ck of select ivily and in his IEE pa per
of 1899 he stated:

'lt is possible by means of syntonising affangements, to
prevent. to a ccrtain extent. mesages affecting systcms or
receivers for which rhev are nol intended, and rherefore ro
select any receiver bi altering the wavelengrh of the
transmitter'.

At that time Marconi almost seemed to think that only
directive aerials could provide complete protection against
interferencej n€vertheless, he was working intensively on the
problem and exploring with his staff avariety ofcircuit tuning
arrangements. Tuning for resonance between coupled circuits
was fully appreciated and practised by Marconi from the very
commmencement of his work, for it had been employed by
both Hertz and Lodge. The problem facing Marconi was how to
create a sharply runed oscillator circuit that would still Possess
good radiatrng properlias. His solul jon wasto scparalc lhelwo
lunctions of frequency determinarion and radiation, hs
achieved this by tuning both the oscillator circuit and the aerial
to a common frequency as he states quite precisely in Claim
No. 3 of his famous 'Four sevens' patent taken out on the 26th
Aprit 1900,6

'A receiver of electric wave telegraphy in which both the
transmitter and receiver contain a transformer, one circuit of
which is a persistent oscillator and the othera good radiator or
absorber of electdc oscillations, all four circuits having the
same time period or being harmonics of each other
substantially as described' (Fig. 5).

This patent (emoved the major defect in Marconi's telegraph
system and so provided the basis for a truly commercial
wireless-telegraphy service. whethcr for maritime or land use i ir
did not, of coure, describe means whereby the power of the
transmitter could be increased, but this was also essential if
signalling over really long distances were to be possible.

But could such long distances arise in practice? Wireless
waves being identical with light waves must surely propagate

tangentially to the Earth's surface aftei Ieaving the aerial and so

be lost in space. This was the view of most scientists, but
Marconi thought otherwise and had some usefsl eviderce to
support his view. Thus, in a discourse which he gave to The
Royal Institution on the 2nd Februa(y 1900, he strcssed as one
of the most important technical rcsults to have emetged from
his participation in the naval manoeuvres of 1899:

the curvature of the Earth which intervened,
however great the distance attained, was epParently no
obstacle to the tnnsmission- . . the Hertzian waves had either
to go over or round the dome of water 5 3oft higher than the
tops of rhe masts, or to pass_through it, which latter course I
believe would be impossible'./

Foftified with his conviction tbat wireless waves wete in some

way bound to the Earth's surface, Marconi had every incentive,
both commercial and technical, for seeking to increase
substantially the powers of his transmitters, for only by
long-distance signalling could wireless telegraphy be freed from
the restrictions irnposed by the monopolistic national
telegraph serviccs. Thus the real. engineering phase of
commerical wireless telegraphy had commenced. He chose the
transatlantic link as his major target, and he achieved success in
what must be one of the major scientific gambles of all time.
Whether this success was first achieved in December 1901 as he
himseif believed, or demonstrated with certainay two months
later aboard the Philadelpbia, is a matter for speculation.
Marconi himself did not regard it as a gamble, as is shown very
clearly in the discourse which he gave to The Royal Institution
in June 1902, rvhen he presented a vivid description of the
hazards of this famous experiment, not forgetting to Pay
genercus testimony to the work of his helpers, including,
;ignificantly, Dr. J. A. Fleming of University Coilege.'

Retrospect
The progress achieved by Marconi from 1894 to 1902 was

amaritrg. He commenced his work with a vision: to achieve
comore-hensrve communication systems with thc aid of Hertz s

*avis, bv rheend of lhis period hc had spanned thc Atlantic.
Marconi wasa tr-uc engineir.whosystcmaticrllydeveloPed his

systcm to meel a co;munlcation need His discovery ol the
venical aerial. rhe move towards longer wavclengrhs, and his

application oftuning to achieve selectivity were crucial srepsto
suicess during the first period of development before the
invention ofthe thermionic valve.

From his work much pure science has sternmed, including
knowledge of the structure of the Earth's atmosphere and its
interaction with solar radiation. But Marconi was primarily a

wireless'communication engineer, and it is for his outstanding
achievements in this field that we honour the centenary of his
birth. His work initiated the radio age. Since that time, wireless
transmissions have been made continuously except for one
brief interval of radio silence on the evening of the 20th July
193 7, when the whole world paid tribute to rhe great pioneer
of wireless who had just passed awav.
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MARGONI
the making
of the man
by Prof. W.P. JOttY, B.Sc., C. Enq., F.l.E.E.

The historic events of Mar-
coni's life are well known.
But what early
yea rs-the that
shaped his character and
gave him
confidence

the will, the
and the skillto

overcome the strongly en-
trenched opposition from
scientists, businessmen
and politicians?
Marconi was an innovator rather than a discoverer, and should
the reader believe this to be a lesser role, he should remember
that Marconi colonised territory that the explorers said did not
exist. lt was, above all, the ability to select, modify, and
organise scientific discovery, people, and indeed events, which
brought Marconi to hisgreat achievements and his world fame.

Marconi's very early life was unusual and unsettled. He was
born in 1874 in his father's town house at Bologna, but his
childhood Italian home was Villa Grifone, the family estate
just outside the town. His mother was an Irish girl who had
eloped with Giuseppe Marconi, an Italian widower, rnuch older
than herself.

The inevitable ambivalence produced in his early life by this
mixed Italian-Irish background was accentuated because his
parents' interests diverged, and young Guglielmo spent long
pedods, sometimes years) away from his home on visits to
Britian and homes of the English-speaking friends in ttaly with
his mother. During this roving infancy, the boy's formal
education was fitfully managed by his mother or a private
tutor. By the time he was eventually sent regularly ro school in
Florence he was neither amenable to the give and take of
community life in the classroom, nor could he keep up with his
fellow pupils, many of whom jeered at his poor Italian accent.

Entrance examination
It was a great disappointment to Marconi when he failed to

pass the entrance examination of the Italian Naval Academy.
He was very fond of. the sea and had set his heart on becoming
an officer in the Regia Marina. His stern old father was more
than disappointed, he was angry, He considered that the boy
had not applied himself to his studies and had frittered away
the chance of a naval career.

Prof- Jolly is with the department of electrical & electronic
engineering, King's College, University of London

Marconi had always been a rather solitary child, occupying
himself at Villa Grifone with reading and building mechanical
models and scientific toys, After he failed his naval entrance
examination, he was sent to the Leghorn Technical Institute
where he received with enthusiasm an introduction to formal
scientific tmining. He devoted all his available time to physics
and chemistry, spent his pocketmoney on equipment for
experiments at home, and persuaded his parents to pay for
private lessons in electricity from a Prof. Rosa.

But failure once again dogged Marconi. His ambition to take
up a recognised course leading to a scientific caleer was
thwarted when he was unable to pass the matriculation
examination of Bologna University. His father became even
more disgruntled with the boy, and his irritation was increased
by seeing his son, now nearly twenty, apparently aimlessly
wasting his time and rnoney on experimental dabbling-abet-
ted by his rnother.

Marconi became more estranged from his father and drew
even closer to his mother, who did everything she could to
encourage her son in his efforts to make some sort of career out
of electricity. She went to Prof. Righi, a famous 'electrician'
who was a neighbour, and persuaded him to allow her son
unofficially to attend the laboratory classes he gave in the
department of physics in the University of Bologna. Ofall the
help his mothergave him this particular piece of'string pulling'
was vital to his subsequent career. Righi was interested in
Hertzian waves, and the fundamental electricity taught in his
department refl ected this interest.

Obituary
ln the summer of 1894, Marconi, on holiday, read the

obituary of Hertz, who had died in the previous January. The
description of Hertz's transmission of electromagnetic waves
across a room inspired Marconi with an all consuming ambition
to use them as the basis for a comrnercial telegraph
communication system. He came back to Villa Grifone, shut
himself up in two attics, which his mother had cleared to make
a laboratory for him, and with single-minded dedication
4mounting to obsession he worked long, long hours to repeat
Hertz's experiments.

Throughout that winter, and the spring of 1895, Marconi
diligently read in the university library all he could find about
Hertz's work and the extensions of it carried out by Lodge in
England, Bose in India, and Righi himself in Italy. Meticulously
he assembled copies of their apparatus and tried to repeat the
experiments; in particular, to increase the distance between the
transmit ting spark gap and the receiver. He was ronured by rhe
thought that thesi experienced and distinguished scienrisrs had
all got several yea6 start on hirn, and he worried incessantly
that he would hear an announcement that one of them had
produced a telegraph system.

But his distinguished 'competitors'were more interested in
the fundamental properties of Hertzian waves and in
demonstrating that, like light waves, their relations in the
electrorhagnetic family, they underwent reflection, refraction,
interference etc. Marconi had no interest in these fundamental
propenies; indeed his theoretical knowledge was quite
inadequate to understand them. But he had an indomitable will
to succeed in his clear-cut task of increasing the range of
signals, and he brought to this task the endless patience needed
to try all likely, and some very unlikely, experimental
modifications. He also possessed a high degree of rnanual skill
and sensitivity, which he exploited fully in making and
improving the delicate apparatus of those first days ofradio.

lmproved coherer
By the summer of 1895, Marconi's carefully constructed

apparatus, which incorporated the modest improvements he
had made in the coherer that he was using to detect radiation at
the receiver, was capable ofmngesgreater than the length ofhis
two attics. Accordingly, he took the experiment out of doors
and rhere made the casual discovery which set him on the road
to success.

Meral plates had been attached to each side of the
transmitting spark gap by experimenters
wavelength, and hopefully the range, of
corresponding plates were fitted at the
afterwards Marconi described what happened,

to increase the
the radiation'
receiver. Long

of his
years
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'By chance I held one of the metal slabs at a considerable
height above the ground and set the other on the earth. With
this anangement the signals became so strong thar rhey
permitted me to increase the sending distance to a
kilometre.'

Marconi had little idea then of the significance of the 'aerial'
and 'earth' he had discovered, but his progress towards a
communication system was now rapid.

In September 1895 he was able to inform the Italian
Government through friends in official quarters that he had a
pilot radio telegraph system with a range of more than a mile
which he was prepared to offer to his country for further
development. It was a bitter disappointment when the offer
was brusquely turned down without examination or further
enqutry.

Once again Marconi's mother took a decisive hand in his
affairs. She came to London with him early in 1896, helped
him in preparing a submission for a provisional patent, and
obtained introductions that led to a demonstration of his
equipment to William Preece, Engineer-in{hief ofthe General
Post Office. Preece was much impressed, and Marconi's
wireless was taken up by the Post Office and other
Governmen! departments who arranged further development
and triak tha t wcrepublicly reported.

Sea demonstration
He was invited back to Italy in 1897 and successfully

demonstrated his system at sea, obtaining signals from a ship
below the horizon. This rvidely reported achievement made
him something of a famous figure in his native land and he was
taken to meet the King and Queen. Back in England he formed
his own company i,n lu1y 1897 and there followed several
years of developrnent, demonstration and increasing fame as
Marconi sought customels for his wireless with all manner of
displays, particularly in maritime communication. LIe reported
regattas and took part in fleet manoeuvres in Britain and the
United States- He established an impressive radio link between
England and France, and even installed a radio-communication
system for Queen Victoria between Osborne House and the
Prince of Wales in the Royal Yacht. These were years of
undeniable success and increasing fame. His father in Italy
accepted and enjoyed some of the reflected glory.

But success brought enemies, and he had to endure public
attacks on his personal integrity from those who accused him
of claiming other people's inventions. He was also indirectly
atracked rhrough hir company b1 officials seeking more
favourable terms lor the use ol hi: equipment in Governmenr
services, and by business rivals in America, Britain and
Germany who had now started well financed companies with
good scientific advice to exploit what was clearly an important
new world market. The tactics of the clashes were in keeping
with what might euphemistically be called the robust
commercialism of the times. The British Government
commissioned experts to investigate ways of breaking or
eluding Marconi patents, and in the United States competito$
janmed his company's traffic rvith r,.ulgar abuse.

The struggle against odds, spiced with an element of
personal animosity towards him, was a pattern familiar to
Marconi from childhood, and it was one that would continue
for much of his manhood. In 1901, he was fighting other
memben of the board of his own company who opposed his
great scheme to send rudio signals across the Allantic.

Hare-brained scheme?
It was in some ways the story of the dark days at Villa

Grifone writ large with the Marconi Board, in the role of
Giuseppe, needing to be convinced that the plan was not a
hare-brained scheme wasting money and effort that would be
better deployed elsewhere. Now the money involved was not a
few pounds fcr wire and batteries; it was scores of thousands of

pounds for huge radio stations. Now the scientific opposition
was not that of academics who were merelv uninterested in
applying electromagnetic waves to telegriphy; it was the
opposition of scientists convinced absolutely that such waves,
known to travel in straight lines like light, could nor possibly
suimount the water piled over a hundred miles high between
England and America. But Marconi had already got signals well
beyond the horizon and had faith that wirh a tremendously
powerful transmitter and a very sensitive receiver, each served
by an enormous, efficient aerial system, it would be possible to
get ranges ofthousands of miles.

He little knew the difficulties that faced him, nor by what a
slender thread of unknown theory his fairh would be
supported. He secured the co-operation of his board and spent
thousands of pounds on equipment-and his careful planning
was laid in ruins when the great aerial systems on both sides of
the Atlantic were both destroyed by phenomenal wearher. Bur
he would not be deterred, or indeed delayed, and it was from a
makeshift transmitting aerial in Cornwall that he received the
famous 'S' in Newfoundland on a wild December day in 1901
when the wind almost tore away the balloons and kiteswhich
he tried in turn to carry aloft the soaring and diving wire that
was the pathetic substitute for the great receiving aerial that
had been planned.

Congratulation
The furore produced by the news was a mixture of

unequivocal congratulation and a certlin amount of doubt,
frorn some who thought that Marconi might have been misli:d
by atrnospheric noise and from one or two who hinted that he
was lying. lt took him only a short while to destroy the
disbelief with more conclusive experiments performed on a
transatlantic liner. The whole episode demonstrated those
qualities that Marconi used time and again to bring off the
scientific coups that punctuated his career. He was too tough
and flexible to be intimidated by opposition to his plans; he
had too much faith during the execution of these plans to be
deterred by failure and disaster before they came to f.uition.
When his claims were questioned he rarely argued, he produced
abeautifully organised demonstration to silence all doubt.

In 1902, Marconi, who loved and understood the sea, went
on a long cruise in Carlo Alberto, Italy's newest warship. The
trip was both an indication of Marconi's ability to exert
influence in official circles and of his growing stature as an
Italian national figure. He wanted to follow up his successful
transatlantic signals with long-range experiments in other
directions, and for this he needed the use of a ship undertakiirg
a long voyage that was not strictly confined to ordinary trade
routes. He sought the assistance of the Italian Government who
suggested that he join the Carlo Alberto which came to
England for lhe Coronarion Review ar Spithead and also took
the King of Italy on a State visit to the Czar of Russia. It was
felt that the presence of the famous young inventorwould add
to ltalian prestige on these foreign visits, and at the same time
give him an opportunity to carry out his e{periments.

This cruise with the King of Italy reinforced the natural
patriotism that had taken Marconi back to his native land to
demonstrate wireless in 1897 when he rnight so easily have
been soured by the earlier thoughtless rejection of his
invention by the Italian Government. In 1911, he once more
abandoned company affairs and showed his unquestioning
national loyalty when he returned to Italy and put himself at
his country's disposal in the war with Turkey, in which he
served with his wireless at sea, and ashore in the North African
desert. Again in 1915 when ltaly entered the Great War, he
threw over urgent business negotiations in America and
rer urned to serve in the Italian Army.

But whether the call of the moment was of business or
patriotism Marconi's great zest for new development in mdio
was rarely subdued for long. It is perhaps fitting to leave him in
1916, with some of his greatest triumphs still ahead, recovering
from illness in a military hospital in Genoa, and experiinenting
in the corridors with novel very-short-wave equipment, which
he had designed and had sent in to him.
This article is based on a lectur€ delivered to a joint meetingof the IEE
tlectronics Division and rhe IFRE ar Savov Place on rhe 25rh Aoril
I9?4 ro mark the centenary ot tbe birrh ol Griglielmo Marconi.

$Rl?Rs.*
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When one analyses Marconi's contributions to the art of radio
communication, it is quite evidcnt that it rvas in the fieid of
experimentation associated with radio wave proprlgation that
he excelled. Marconi rvas often critical of thc attcntion given to
his experiments by both the scientific and popular Press which,
he said, reported him 'with varying degrees of accuracy'. LIis
early expe ments have been reported and retold by many
authors and the main purpose of this article is to give an

authentic account of his later experiments which, for one
reason or another, have been reported inadequately, some-
times inaccurately :rnd, in some cases, not at all. It is based on
original technical papers written by Marconi himself, on
authentic records and documents, and on thc author's own
personal koowledge.

The story begins with a survey papel which Marconi read to
the American IEE and IRE in New York in June 1922, the
title of which was simply'Radio telegraphy'. In this Prpcr,
Marconi says at one point: 'Some years ago I could not help

feeling that we had perhaps got rather into a t'&t by confining
practically all our researches anrl tests to what I may term long

waves'. He went on to say, 'The progress made rvith rhc long

waves was so rapid, so comparatively easy and so spectacular
that ir distracted practically all attentinn rnd rcscrrch from the

short waves'.
At the time, Marconi had, in fact, already set about

expetimenting with high frcquencied in the 3-20 i\'lllz band
betwecn Zandvoort in the Nctherlands, and Southlvold,
Hendon and Birmingham in the UK;but he did not share his

secret with his American audience.
It would be difficult now to imagine a morc complicated and

unpromising network of test routes ovcr which to study the
behaviour of radio waves. lt comprised 'allsea'paths, 'alliand'
paths and 'mixed land and sea' paths, cach with irs unique
trode of propagation. There were also effects noted which we
would now ascribe to the influence of sky waves. A hitherto
unpublished report summarised the results obtained. It
dcscribcd, in particular, remarkable differences in thc
bchaviour of signals in the 5 10 MHz band over the different
parhs and wcnr on to say,'Whereas at Southwold, about 110

milcs from Zandvoort, the night signal is mucb greater than the
day strength, at Birminghar& 282 miles from Zandvoort, the
day strength appears normally to bc greeter than that at

Southwold rvhile at night it is impossible to get any sign of the
signals'.

'lherc seems little doubt that the day siSnel et Birmingham
was due to propagation by the sky wave. Incrediblc as it may
now seem to us, Marconi actually had the discovery of the
'daylight' wave within his grasp in 1922 but failed to
recognise it as such. It was to teke him trvo morc ycars to
'rediscover'it!

Notwithstanding his lack of appreciation of the evidcncc
which had becn presented to him, Marconi, within a short
space of timc, proved the uscfulness of high frcquencies for
long-distance communication to the point thet the thcn
existing high-power, low-frequency communication nctworks
beceme, by comparison, uncconomical and vittually obsolete
for point to-point communication. His iong-distancc tcsts,

made with the aid of his steam yacht 'Elettra', rvcrc first carried
out at ir frequency of about 3 MHz wilh which he rvas soon ablc

to communicate to the furthermost ends of the Earth, albeit
only when the great-circle path followccl by the radio wave was

all, or substantially all, in darkness.
Encouraged by his success in reversing the tcchnological

trend towards low frequenctes, Marconi began experimcnting
with still higher frequencies until he rcachcd the point where
he could, with the '.ediscovcry' of the daylight wave he had
missed two years earlier, communicate to an)'where in the
world he wished, at elmost any time of the day or night, by
carefully selecting the appropriate operating frequency. It was
ar this time, 1924, thet the Marconi beam system was
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conceived-just 50 years ago !

Marconi in ltaly
It was in 1928, soon after the shott-wave beam system was

universally adopted for long-distance communication, that the
Italian Government, recognising that Marconi's reputation and
influence would be a most valuable political assct to ltaly at
that time, set about creating a situation in which permanent
residence in Italy would be an atrracrive proposition to him. So
it was that Marconi was nominated Prcsident of the Iralian
Research Council in that year.

In 1929 the hereditary title of Marchese rvas conferred on
him by the King of Italy, and in 1930 he was nominated
President of the ltalian Royai Academy. If that were not
enough, he had recently married one of the mosr beautiful of
Italian ladies. The Italian Governmenr, thereforc, gave a very
sympathetic ear to Marconi when he expressed a desire to carry
out further cxperiments in radio communication. As a
consequence, he was asked to establish a pcrmaient
radiotelephonc communication link between Sardinia and the
Italian mainland, a distance of 270km, in such a mlnner that it
would be resonably secure from interception and interruption
by unfriendJy powers.

'Weather' and radio-wave propagation
Marconi transferred his staff to Italy and set about designing

a pair of stations on the established beam-system principle,
with effective radiated powers around 40 kW and, typically
contrary to the bcst advice, he chose a very high operating
frequency of around 30 MHz. The srarions were built virtually
at sea level, onc at Golfo Aranci in Sardinia and rhe other on
the site of what is now the Rome Airport at Fiumicino. The
link became operational in June 1930, and the results during
rhe succeeding three months we rc extremely promising.

The performance of the link was so reliable that it was
decided to hand it over to the Italian Posts & Telegraph to
operate. A series of official rests were therefore arranged to
commence in the middle of Octobcr. Unfortunarely, the tests
ended in disastcr for, within a few days, coinciding with the
sudden seasonal change of weather, the mean signal level
dropped by more than 20 dB, thereby rendering the link
hopelessly unworkable.

Although the Sardinian project ended 'in commercial
disaster, it was not without considerable scientific significance
because, probably for the first time, the ef{ect of wearher on
the propagation of radio waves at rhe rhen higher end of the
frequency spectrum was established.

The experimental evidence obtained from the Sardinian link
prompted Marconi, in his address to the Iralian Society for the
Progress of Science in 1930, to say; 'From measurements
effected recently it would seem that along the route between
Sardinia and the ltalian mainland this wave is refracted and
contained within a space lyingbetween thesurface ofthe Earth
and a layer situated somewhat lower than the Heaviside layer'.
What a good description of the tropospherc as we know it
today considering that it was made over 40 years ago !

Marconi and microwave communication
Was Marconi discouraged by the failurc of his latest

exPenment? Quite clearly he was not ! In a paper he read before
the Royal Institution in London in 1932 he said: 'The
remarkable results which I obrained during the period of
1,919-1,92+ with the use of wavelengths from 100 to 6 m again
distracted my attention from the study of microwaves'. The
paper then went on to describe his first experiments at

1 labove)SY Elettrcleavingharbourlor one of her tests

2 labove ght) lnaugrrationol the{irst microwave telephoneservice
between the Vatican and Casrelcrando,fo, the Pope,ssummer
residence. Shown in thepicture (fromthe right): pope pius Xt,

Cardinal Pacelli (who became Pope pius Xll). On the tefr are Marconi,
G. A. Mathieu (with headphone on) and in the background c. A.

lsted, both assistants of Marconi

3lrightl EaAy lype ot 600 MHx electron osciltator using one pair of
push-pull valves. The dipole is capactively toaded by circutar end

discs. Tuning is by means of Lecher wires

frequencies as high as 600 MHz; how first he had to develop
pmctically every piece of apparatus from scratch.

It was with equipment crude and simple by modern
standaids that Marconi set our in 1931 supremely confident
that he would, yet again, confound the false prophets of the
day who uere of rhe opinion thar propagation oI microulres
beyond the horizon was an impossibility.

The first tests on frequencies of 600 MHz were made
belween a vrlla overluoking Cenoa harbuur and .r motor budt
from theSY Elettra. Although signals were received well out to
sea, they wcre not what one might call robust; neither were the
transmirting and ieceiving valves, because rheir lives, at that
time, were still only three or four hours ar rhe best. But it was a
beginning.

Tests continued during the summer from a transmitter
installed on rhe balcony of a villa situated in the foothills at
Santa Margherita overlooking the Ligurian Sea.

lnterest at the Vatican
By the Autumn, it was possible to transmit good speech

between Santa Margherita and a disused signal tower at Scsrri
Levante, a distance of 19 km, and between Santa Margherita
and Levante, a distance of 29 km. Many demonstrations werc
given in quick succession ro the Italian Ministry of
Communication and representatives of the Press.

lmprovements in equipment and techniques were coD-
tinuously being made and, by April 1932, it was possible ro
demonstrate a complete duplex telephone system capable of
being extended to 2-wire subscribers. Soon after this, the
Vatican authorities expressed an interest in the possibility of
linking the Vatican City wirh rhe summer residence of llis
Holiness the Pope at Castel Gandolfo, a land path of 24 km
obstructed at two points by dense trees.
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Not having the cxpcrimental deta rehting tree density to
signal attenuation, Marconi dccided to carry out a radio survey
to determine thc possibility of communiclting over such a

path. The tests, in fact, indicated that trees did not, on that
rnu I c. (o n\r rl ule il \eriou< r,b\l r clc I L' m icrowaves.

The subscriber-to-subscriber tclcphone and tcleprinter link
was completed by the encl of the ycar and subsequently

officially inaugurated by His llolincss the Popc in February
1933. and thus became thc first microwave te)ephone

subscriber link cvcr to go into service. It was over this link that
the Pope's \\rords wcrc relayed to thg main shon-wave

transmittcr at thc Vatican when he consecrated the new

cathedlal at Mcssina-

Marconi's study of microwave propagation
Marconi wls satisfied that he had sufficicntly demonstrated

the uscfulness ot' microwaves for rc)atively short communi-

cation links. and he was content to lcave it to his commercial

organisation to devclop the idea. IIis ambition was clearly to
break dolvn the barriers that irppcared to him to bc imposing an

unreasonable limitation to thc proPagation of microwaves to

substential clistances. With this in mind, and disregarding the
opinions of the great men ol scicnce who 'kncw' that

microw:rvcs could not be transmitted beyond the horizon, he

sct about studying in more dctail the laws governing rhcir
transmission characteristics to greater and grextcr distanccs

tn July 1932, thc first investigations of recePtion at
relatively long distances were calried out on the yacht Eletlrd
from a more powcrful trlnsmitter rvhich had been insralled on

lhe terrncc of the llotel Mir'amare xt Santa Margherita, !t a

height of 13 15m above sca level. These tests indicated

immediatcly that signals could be received wcll beyond the

opticalrange.

Sard inia again
Marconi then made one of his snap decisions. FIe would try

to bridge the route between Serdinia and the Italian mainland

by microrvaves this despite his lack of success in his Previous
attempt to do so on a frequency of 30 MHz

The transmitter was thereupon dismantled and trensported
to the obsolete seismographic obselvatory, situated at a height

of 650m, at Rocca di Papa' about 19 km south of Rome and

overlooking Fiumicino. The receiver was, as usual, installed on
the upper deck of the Elcttrd.

Following a very brief test ovcr a disttnce of 29 km, Merconi
confidently invitcd representatives of thc Italian Government

on board the yacht to accompany him on the cruise to Sardinia

and witness the tests he was about to mahe. All was rcedy on

the 6th August 193 2, and the yacht took up a position on e line
joining Fiumicino and Golfo Aranci, Sardinia an almost

identical routc to that of his earlier 30 MHz tests.

Signals were received continuously uP to a distance of
190 km at which point they became inaudiblc

On icaching Colfo Aranci. lhe recciv:ng app:lrrtus lvxs

discmbarked and transported to the signal statiol'r at the top of
Cape Figari at a height of 30orn above sea level. Strong signals,

giving for much of the time 100%. intelligible speech, were

received for several hours, although, at times, there was severe

fading.
The distance betwcen the terminals was 270 km quite an

achievement considering the relatively crude apparatus

available at that time! Neve.tbcless, while the tests had been

successfui and Marconi had shorvn thaa a microweve

communication link would function between Sardinia and the

mainlard, thc Irdlian Governmcnt rcpreicnlilli\es werc

sceptical rbout its Iong-term reliability and expressed the hope

that Marconi rvould carry out cxtended tests, over considerable

distances, to obtain rcliable propagation data before they
could consider incurring cxpenditure on a commercial

installation. Marconi was quite happy to fal] in with theil
wishes; he had proved his point and a good time had been had

by all on board and beyond that he had several orher lines of
research which had been occupying his mind for some time.

First steps towards 'radar'
High on Marconi's list for further invcstigation rvas a

phenomenon he had noticcd during thc testilrg of the Vatican
microwave instailation. The transmjtting and receiving dipoles

in his installation were situated side by side in thc same 4-unit
fish-bone parabolic reflector. The system would normally have

been controlled by a 'voice-operated device', but, on this
occasion, for some reason, it was being dispensed rvith so that
the tonc modulation used for ddjusting system levcls, rvhich
was then being transmittcd, was received on the adjacent

rcceiving dipole. This condition was often used when it was

desired to monitor the outgoing signal.
From time to time, on this particular occasion, a strange

rhychmic undulation ol the monirored signal was noted. This
was at first attributed to malfunctioning of the equipment, but
a thorough check failed to revcll a plausible explanation and

some time cJapsed beforc Marconi realised that the rhythmic
variation of the monitored signal seemcd to occur each time a

steamroller, making up the road in front of the aerials, moved.

Immediately Marconi knew he was in fact derccting a
moving object in exactly lhc manncr that he himself had

specified in his paper to the American IEE and tRE in New

York ten years earlier. Had hc made the first 'radar'
observation?
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4 The lish bone parabol ic rsflector installed on board th€SyF/etfra for
the Rocca de Papa-Sardinia microwave tests

Further controlled tests were carried out and it was found
that a man walking in front of the aerials could also be
detected. Over the ensuing year, when more experience had
been obtained in controlling the crude radar device, motorcars
could be detected about 2.5 km away.

The climax to this particular investigation came on the 14th
May 1935, when a demonstmtion was given to Mussolini, then
Head ofthe ltalian Government, who foresaw an applicarion in
connection with his military adventures in Abyssinia which
erupted a few months later.

'Blind' navigation by microwaves
Throughout his career, Marconi was always seeking ways

and means of ensuring the safety of ships at sea. This urge was
particularly keen while he was investigating the possibilities of
utilising microwaves, and it was in the field of marine
navigation by microwaves that he gave one of his most
spectacular demonstrations.

He had conceived the idea ofguiding a ship through a narrow
entrance to a harbour in conditions of zero visibility. To
demonstrate this Marconi arranged to have mounted at right
angles to one another two broad-beam reflectors with rheir
respective horizontal dipoles fed 180" out of phase from a
commoo transmitter. In this wly a vety sharp zone of
rninimum signal was created in the cgntre of an otherwise
broad region of high signal level. The whole aerial head was
then made to oscillate to and fro by about t 15", so that the
sharp rninimum scanned a sector of 3O".

The transmitter was modulated by two tones alternately,
the change over from one tone to the other taking place when
the aerial minimum was directed exactly along the desired
navigation course.

On board the Elettra,the same type of four-valve receiver,
which had been used so successfully in all previous
experiments, was modified to incorporate two note filters,
corresponding to the rwo modulation tones applied to the
transmitteri their respective detectors, giving d.c. outputs,
were then fed into a centre-zero indicating instrument. By this
arrangement, the needle of the indicator was deflected left or
right (port or starboard) according to the tone that was being
received at that moment.

When the'beacon'head was scanning correctly left and right
about the desir6d approach course, the indicating instrument
would be deflected equally, also left and right, provided that
the ship was correctly positioned on the approach course.
Should the ship deviate from the predetermined course, an
unequal deflection to left and right would be noted on the
indicator. All that was necessary to keep the ship on the desired
approach course was to ensure, by altering course if necessary,
that equideflection was maintained on the indicator.

Tests commenced early in 1934 and proved to tre so
successful that Marconi, in a very confident mood, planned an
elaborate demonstration and invited on board the Elettro
representatives from all the big Bdtish shipping lines and from
Trinity House.

For the demonstration the navigational beacon was installed
on the promontory at Sestri Levante at a height of 90m above
sea level. 'Iwo buoys were then anchored 9Om apart at a
distance of 80Om from the shore to simulate a harbour
entrance.

On the 30th Jvly, the Elettra srearned out to sea from her
anchorage at Santa Margherita with Marconi's girests on board.
With all the blinds of the chart room drawn, so that ir was
impossible for the navigator to see, the yacht was successfully
steered through the two buoys solely by means of the
indication given by the beacon- The manoeuvrc required lirtle
skill and many ol Marconi's guests took turns to do it
themselves.

The success of the demonstration caused a flurry of
exciaemenr amongst the guests but more was yet to follow!
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Marconi had also arranged for rwo similar buoys to be
anchored at the entrance to the harbour at Santa Margherita.
By turning the receiver to face astern, and by reversing the
connections to the indicator, Marconi then proceeded to carry
out the same manoeuvle, again most successfully, but this time
at a distance of 16 km from the beacon! This, one musr
remember, happened 40 years ago. Could we do much better
now?

'Obstacle gain'?
In parallel with the radio beacon and other experiments, a

great effon had been made ro develop a more powerful and
reliable transrnitter with which ro study the behaviour of
microwave propagation over an cxtended period of time and at
relatively long distances.

The first experiments were lnadc in August 1913 with
improved transmitting and receiving equipment. The trans-
mitter was installed on the terrace of the Hotel Miramare at
Santa Margherita and, for the first time, a parabolic dish of
1'5m aperture was used. A similar dish was used for the
receiver and this was mounted at the stcrn of rhe !lettra at a
height of about 5m above sca level. The combincd heights of
the transmitter and receiver providcd an optical range of about
30 km.

Among the many successful cruises that were carried out
between thc 2nd and 6th August, there is one of outstanding
interest. The E/rrrra sailed southwards from her anchorage at
Santa Margherita on a course that would take hcr bctwcen the
island of Elba and the ltalian mainland. Signals were received
continuously, and at grcat strcngth, up to a distance of about
160km, about five times rhe optical range. Beyond this
distance the requirements of navigation did not allow the
receiving dish always to be correctly dirccted towards the
ttansmitter; the signal, in consequence, was not observed for
long periods. Nevertheless, when the Elerra finally reached her
anchorage at Porto Sanro Stefano, a distance of 260 km from
the transmitter, signals were again received but at a somewhat
reduced strength; this was at more than eight times the optical
distance.

The real point of interest of this resr, apart from the
remarkabie distance over which signals werc rcceivcd, lies in
the fact that the route between Santa Margherita and Porto
Santa Stefano was badly obstructed by the promontory of
Piombino rising to a height of 300m above sea level- The
propagation mechanism by which the signals were received on
the Elettlct must be a matter for conjecture. Could it have been
a classic example of diffraction over a knife-edge giving
so-called obstacle gain?

Marconi the man
What kind of person was this man Marconi, the man we all

called 'G.M.'? While it cannot bc said that Marconi'invented'
wireless, it certainly can be said, with little fear of
contradiction, that he had a remarkable gift of invention and
experimentation. He had, in fact, what one might term
'wireless greenfingers'.

A remarkable characteristic of Marconi was his ability to
think big and to persuade others to thinkbig with him. Most of
his outstanding experiments were carried out in a most
grandiose rnanner and probably on a scale that would not be
considered economically prudent today; but such was his
fanatical obsession with wireless that he brushed aside such
mundane considerations as cost effectiveness. Marconi never
aliowed reports of his work to be made public untii he was
certain of his conclusions.

Marconi was a good chief to work for, provided that you
quickly came to terms with the idea that you were expected to
be on duty 24 h a day, seven days a week. He drove his assistants
hard, but never so hard as he drove himself, and he never asked
his assistants to do something that he was unable or unwilling
to do himself.

5 Two types of parabolic reflector used at Rocca de Papa tor
communication with the E/ettra on the microwave test rerminating at
Golfo Aranci, Sardinia

6 Early 600 MHz transmitters and receivsrs were mounted crudely at
the back of fishbone parabolic re{lectors

$ils$*
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questions occupied the

arguments', and explains in detail tvhy the mathematics was -

wrong. The interesring point hete is that even a mathematicianwrong. The interesring point hete is that even a mathematician --- ,

with the ability of Rayleigh preferred to view the problem in ..
the lighr of physrcal common renie rarher rhan ihrough an
claborate piece of marhem.rrics. We should :rll do well to follow
Rayleigh s eramplc.

But, in spitc of Rayleigh's comments, it was generally
accepted (on quite inadequate grounds) rhat an earthed aerial
would radiate some kind of surface wave that was guided by
the conducting seawater so as to arrive in America only slightly
attenua ted,

Heaviside had shown thcoretically how waves could travel
along wires and how rhey would follow a wire round a corner,
and in 1902 he suggested that rhey could equally be guided
round rhe earth by rhe conducting ocean. He aLlded. .llmost as
a n aside, 'There is a nor hcr (onsiderarion. rhere may possibly be
a sufficiently conducting layer in the uppcr air- lf so, rhe waves
will so to speak, catch on ro it more or less, then rhe guidance
would be by the sea on the one side and by the upper jir on the . . 

"
other.' That almost parenthetical remark was the first . .:.

suggestjon of r he Heaviside la1cr.
Meanwhile Kennelly had made a much more detailed

suggestion. He considered that air would conduct simply
because it was at a low pressure, and he concluded that ihe

MARCONI
reactions to his
transatlantic
radio experiment
by J.A. BATCIIFFE
C.8., C,B.E., I\4.A., C.Eng., F.l.E.E., F. R.S.

Did Marconi receive any trans-
atlantic signal in 1901? lf he
did, how did the signal sur-
mount the 160 km wall of
water between Cornwall and
Newfoundland? These

gineers and scientists of the
day, and many were concerned
with the commercial applica-
tions that the experiments
heralded

John Batcliffe, now retired, is a past-president of the lE E

This articie is based on a lecture dclivered to a joint meeting ofthe IEE
Electronics Division and thc IERE at Savoy tlace on tbe 25th April
1974.o mark the centenary of the birth of cugiielmo Marconi

two
en-

During daylight in December 1901, Marconi received radio
signals that had travelled to America from a sendei at Poldhu in
Cornwall, a distance of 3 500 km. In their travel, the waves had
surmounted a wall of ocean 160 km high. A little later in
Jaauary 1902, he crossed the Atlantic in a ship, the
Pbiladelpbia, and received signals from the same sender up to a
distance of 1120 km by day and 2500 km by night. Previously,
radio signals had been received over distances of only a few
hundred kilometres, and over hills that were onlv a few
hundred rretres high. The new resuits were :urprising in the
extreme and it is interesting to examine how they were
received by scientists and technologists. I shall discuss first the
reacrrons of. Marconi's contemporaries. and secondly the
reacttons ol rhe present day.

The views of Marconi's contemporaries
At the time of the experiment, scientists and technologists

took little notice. The views of the Institution of Elecrrical
Engineers (which had previously been called the Society of
Telegraph Engineers) were summarised in 1902 by their
President who said, 'We can get but few telegraph papers now,
this is not because telegraphy is dead, it is because most of its
problems are solved, so rhere is litrle to discuss. (Telegraphy)
has passed out of the childhood of technical difficuhies and
into the manhood of cornmercial developrnent'.

'fhe Electtician, rhe leading rechnological journal ar rhe
rime. noticed Marconi s achievement in a series ol edirorials, all
of which were aimed at explaining that 'wireless' was in no way
competilive with cable celegraphl. N\cwhere was rhere any
editorial comment on rhe imporrant scientific problems posed
by Marconi.

We must recognise that both the technical Press, and even
the professional Institution, were chiefly interested in the
possible commercial repercussions of the experiment. Their
reactions were surely unbecoming to professional engineers. I
hope it would not be possible nowadays that there could be
sirrilar reactions in a similar situation: our Institution should

The first objection rbat I have to offer is that nothing of this
sort is observed in the case oflight, The relarion of wavelength
to diameter of object is about the same in Marcoii,s
phenomenon as when visible light impinges on a sphere one
inch in diameter. So far as I am atvare no creeping of light into
the dark hemisphere through any sensible angle is observed
under these conditions even though the sphere is highly
polished.' lle rhen proceeds' 'But t shall doubtless be asked

be on ir s guard.
Meanwhile what did the mathematicians and scientists think

about the experiments? In 1903, Macdonald made a

whetherlhaveanycomplaintsagainstthemathematical
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conductivity at a height of 8O km would be greater than that of
seawater. The waves will then travcl between the reflecting
surface of the ocean beneath, and a reflecting surface in the
rarefied air above. sg thlr rhe curvarurc ol rhe EJnh will be
u nimportan t.

These trvo suggestions immcdiately lead us to ask two
questions: 'Why do we now call the conducting layer after
Hcaviside and not after Kennelly?' and 'Why did Kennelly
think that air will conduct simply because it is at low prcssurc
(for it must be noted that hc made no reference to any ionising
agcncy) ?',

The answer to the first question hxs been given by Eccles,
who wrote, in l927,'May I explain why I happened to choose
the name "Heavisidc laycr" some sixtccn yelrs ago? In the
Spring of 1902 I was writing from rime to time on wireless

r-t-rA1il
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1 Simplified version
of the circuits at the

telegraphy in the pagcs of the lllectyicidtt, and one day Mr.
Tremlctt Cartcr, the editor, showcd me a lerter from Mr. Olivcr
Heaviside which, while discussing other rhings, asked if the
recent success of Mr. M:Lrconi in telegraphing from Cornwall to
Neu,.foundland night not bc duc ro the prcscnce of a
permanently conducting uppcr layer in thc atmosphere. I
believe this lerter was shown ro verious friends of the editor.
but I think it was not publishcd. ln about 1910 I used rhc
convenient name "Heavisidc laycr" in a paper, to indicate the
portion of the atmosphcrc that functions so usefully for the
purpose of wireless telegraphy.'.

The second question 'is answercd rvhen we notice that
Kennelly was following thc vicrv cxpressed by J. J. Thomson in
1896, beforc he and Ruthcrford had realiscd the need for an
ionising agency.'J. J.'had measurcd rbe conducrivity ofairin
an ingenious experiment wherc the eddy currcnts in a tubc
containing air at low pressure had becn used to shicld the

$tls$*
secondary of a high-frequency transformer from the effccts of
a nearby primary. In his book he quoted the conductivity of air
at a pressure of 0,01 mm of mercury, and it is th is conductivity
I hrt Kenncll) uscd.

But in spite of the suggestion of the'Kennelly Heaviside'
laycr'. rhe i,'mmon view was r hrr exprcsscd b1 Mrrconi him:elf
in I o09 wh en he sc id, 'Wrrh regard ro rhe prcsu mcd ubsra cle of
the curvature of the Earth, I am of opinion rhxt those who
anticipated difficulties in consequence of thc shape of our
planet had not raken sufficient accounr of the particular effect
of the earth connection to both transmitter and receiver. . .

the resulting waves do not propagate io the samc manner as frec
radiation from a classical Hertzian oscillator, but glide along
the surface of the Earrh.'

Those who believed in this 'guided-wavc' theory then had to
find somc way of explaining the different ranges of the signal
by day and by night, as observed in the Philadelphia.
Suggesrions were madc lhar'daylrghr dissip;red rhc chargcon
the aerial . t ha t thr 'ether dri{ r . bcing in opposire dircr'r inis by
day and by night, rvouid hinder the wave morc by day; and,
more reasonably, that ionisation of\l're atmosphcre near che
ground, by electron streams or light from thc sun, would
rbsorb thc waves. It was not untii 1912, when Eccles presentcd
a detailed discussion of rhe 'layer' theory of Kennelly and
Heaviside, that absorprion of the rvaves in the upper
atmosphere was considercd-

Did Marconi really hear the signals?
tsecdu5e rhc lrrangcmenls fur reielving rhe signals rn

Amcrici werc vcry simplc. ir has ofcen been suggcsied thrr
M:rconideceived hrmrclf n believingclrar hehrd hiard theru.r
lrrnsmr\srons lr'rm Puldhu The acrirl !vr\ J J,,nf wirc
supportcd by a kire which moved in rhe wind. rhe obseriations
wcrr mrdc by lisrcning rn relephonc. and consi.led ot hedrinr
thc rhree dors ol rhc Murse lerrcr S, :lr rimes when rhcv neri
expeitcd. againsr r br.Lgr,,und ol._rLmospherirs: ;l r\ ;.r\) ru

,
{

2 Marconi's equipment fitted
rhe cabin of the Philadelphia
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doutrt the reality of the result under these difficult conditions.
Now that we know in some detail the effect of the ionosphere
(the Kennelly- Heaviside layer) on radio waves, it is thus
inreresting to makc detailed calculations and to see whether we
might or mighr not have expected Marconi's experiment to be
successful. Wc must decide what porver was radiated and on
what frequency, what field strength wes produced at the
receiver, and whcther this was great enough to produce a

response in the telephones.
The essential circuits of the transmitter were as shown in

Fig. 1. The waveform ofthe radiation that isemitted each time
the spark gap S breaks down can be calculated from the
published description of thc circuits, and the ave.age power in
this transient radiation can be estimated. It is found that the
spectrum of the radiation has important components at all
frequencies between about 0'5 and 9 or10 MHz,endnearthe
lower frequency there is a comparatively sharp spectral line.
This particular form of spectrum arises because the two
oscillatory circuits were very closely coupled. From our
knowledge of wave propagation we can estimate the power
that would arrive in America by day, or onthe Pbiladelpbidby
day or by night, over diffcrent parts of the spectrum, and we
conclude that only that part with frequencies greater than
about 5 MHz or near the specaral'line' at 0'5 MHz would be
appreciable.

The next step is to decide whether the power available in
either of these two frequency ranges would be sufficient to
operate thc receiver. Fortunately, the Science Museum has a
detector of the type used in America, and its characteristic has
been measured by Dr. Grisdale of the Marconi Co. In America
it was used in series with a long wire supported by a kite and G.
R. M. Garratt, formerly of the Science Museum, has suggested
that this untuned arrangement responded to thar part of the
broadband spectrum with frequencies greater rhan about
5 MHz. The calculations show that, if all circuits were ideally
efficient, this power would suffice.

On the Pbiladelpbia, however, the receiver was compara-
tively sharply tuned, and it seems more probable that reception
was on a frequency near O.5 MHz wherc there was a fairly
sharp spectral line. Again, to explain the reception, we musr
suppose that all circuits were ideally efficienr.

It is, of course, unrealistic to suppose that the system was
ideally efficient. If, then, we believe that rhe signals were
received, we must suppose that we have underestimated either
the power of the sender or the sensitivity of the deaector. We
know for certain that the signals were received on the ship, for
they were rccorded automatically, so we must suppose thar the
power or the sensitivity was perhaps 10 or 20 times grearer
lhan oua estimate. When a correction of that kind is made we
must also conclude that there would be no difficulty in
receiving the signal in America. Any suggestion that it was too
weak to be received must imply also that the signal on rhe
Pbiladelpbia was too weak. It appe|rs that Mr. Garratt's
ingenious idea is probably correct, and that there is no support
for the suggestion that Marconi deluded himself.

In the writing of this article I have had valuable help from E.
N. Bramley, K. G. Budden, G. R. M. Garratt, G. L. Grisdale and
M. Smith

$\1s$-

3 Marconi at Signal Hill, Newfoundland, in 1901
with the instrumenls with which he received the
first wireless signal across the Atlantic from
Poldhu, Cornwall

4 Raising the kits aerial at Signal Hill. Hydrogen
balloons were also tried but were less successful
than kites in the strongsqually winds. Marconi is
seen at the extreme le{i
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The experiments that were carried out by Mar.coni on Salisbury
Plain in Septcmber 1896 and March 1{t97 served ro
demonstrate that his system of signalling by the use of Herrzian
waves had some potential value, but the results, although
extremely interesting, were somewhat tentative. They had
served, however, to aror.rse serious interest in the post Office,
and it was therefore decided to institute a series ofofficial trials
with the specific object of ascertaining the practical value of
Marconi's merhods. The results of the rrials were of immense
importance, but rhe details have not been published
previously.

The trials werc held in May 1897 berwecn Lavernock point,
about five rniles south of Cardiff, and the island of Flat Holme
in thc Bristol Channel, a distance of about 3.3 miles. This
location was chosen, partly because it provided a convenient
site for testing transmission over water, but mainly because it
had been the site wherc tests had been carried out several years
previously of Preece's 'parallelwire system' for signalling
across stretches of water, by means of conduction, in
circumstances where the laying of a cable was not practicable,
e.g. between the shore and a lighthouse. Ir now provided a
reliable means of communication betwcen Lavernock Point
and Flat Holme island while tests with the somewhat fickle
Marconi apparatus were in progress.

Goodwill
It is perhaps desirable to bear in mind that the Lavernock

trials wete in every sense official Post Office trials, carried out
principally by Post Office staff, though with the close
co-operation and goodwill of Signor Marconi rvho, at the time,
was only just twenty-three years of age.

Prior to the commencement of the tests, a pair of masts
about 110.ft (35 m) high had been erected at Lavernock Poinr
and on FIat Holme. At th:rt time it was believed that a
substantial area of capacity was a desirable if not an esscntial
feature of a wireless aeriai and large drums of sheet zinc,
suitably supported and insulated, were therefore installed at
the top of each mast. According to Fahier, thcse 'elevated
capacities' were cylindrical caps, 6 ft (1.8 m) long and 3 ft
(0'9 m) in diameter and they were connected to thesignalling
apparatus at the foot of each mast by substantial strands of
gutta percha covered aluminium wire. A number of thick
stranded copper wires leading over thc edges of the cliffs into
the sea made the earth connections.

The apparatus used throughout rhe Lavernock trills was
partly Marconi's own equipment and partly modified and
redesigned gear made up in rhe Posr Office workshops, but, as
was perhaps inevitable at that early stage, much of the
equipment was of a crude nature that lefr much to be desired
before it could be developed into a reliable system for practical
use.

Unsu itable oscillator
The transmitter on FIat l{olme employed a Rhumkorff

induction coil connected to a Righi oscillator, a device which
was peculiarly unsuitable for use at the frequencies Marconi
was now using. Briefly, the Righi oscillator comprises of a
set of four brass spheres, the two central ones being about
4 in (1O cm) in diameter and seperated by a gap of
approximately 1- 1.5 mm, while the rwo outer spheres
were each about 1 in (2.54 clrt) in diameter and separated
from the respective inner balls by a gap of about 0.5 in
(1.27 cm). The secondary winding of the induction coil was
connected to the two outer spheres, so that the spark
discharge had to bridge the three gaps in the aerial-earth
system. Three different coils were used during the experi
ments. The first, a powerful instrument capable of giving a
20 in (50'8 cm) spark, had been specially purchased by the

Gerald Garratt was formerly with the Science l\4useum, South
Kensington, London SW7. He has now retired

'The results of
these tests in the
Bristol Channel
gave conclusive
proof of the
inherent possibilities
of the system'
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Posc Office- The sccorTd rves :r.small instrument of similar
plttcrn givinti :r 6 in ( t 5 '2 cm) sprrli. The third, th€ property
of Signor Marconi, was of intcrmediatc size, but it bccrmc
defectivc carly in the tests and the main work was carficd on
with the Post Officc coils.

From the several sources thrt are available to us, it is possible
to piece togcther a fairly complete list of those who attended
the trials during at least part of their duration. Among the Post

Office officials there were Mr- (later Sir) William Preece, the
Engineer-in-Chicf, John Gavey, e Principal Technical Offirer
and Preece's successor, Mathew Cooper and J. E. Taylor. Thc
War Office was represented by Major C. Pcnrose and the Royal
Engineers by Major c. A. Carr rnd Captain J. N. C. Kennedy.
Prof. Viriamu Jones of University Collegc, Cardiff, was an
'intercsted spectator'. The one whosc presencc was to cause
more trouble than any othcr for thc futu.c MarconiCompany
was Prof- A- Slaby of Charlottenbcrg, rvho had been
reluctantly invitcd by the Post Office at the personal request of
the Germen Emperor.

Pocket diary
A name that, surprisingly, does not appear in any of the

contcmporary rccounts is that of G. s. Kemp, the man to
whom, more than any othcr, wc arc indebtcd for the
day-to-day account of the Lavernocl< trials. Kemp had joined

the Royal Nar'y at the age of I 5, and when he was discharged in
1895 at the age of 38, he joined the staff of the Post Office as

an assistant in the Engineer-in-Chief's Laboratory. In that
capacity, he had been instructed to assist Marconi in the earlier
experiments on Salisbury Plain. With the decision to hold the
more extensive trials in the Bristol Channel, Kemp was made
responsible for transporting and sctting up the apparatus at
Lavernock and FIat Holme. Follorving his lifeJong habit,
Kemp recorded brief details of his daily activities in a pocket
diary; it is to this diary and particularly to the exprnded and
edited versions that l(emp prcpared for the Marconi Company
in about 1930 that we are indebted for the details which
foilow.

In Kemp's words, thc historic experiments started early,
'l bursdoy 6tb May

'Left rt 8-30 a.m. for Paddington with apparatus for
experiments at CDdiff. Arrived at 2.17 p.m. and stowed
apparatus in store. Proceeded to Lavernock to see mast and
found that a long cable had been fixed, sttetching out
beyond low-water mark, for the earth connection. Fixed a

wire atop the 107 tt pole, 16 strands of aluminium wire.
Then returned to Cardiff and made arrangements for
transporting apparatus to FIat I-lolme Island.'

liriddy 7tl) Mdy
'l packed Mr. Marconi's transmittcr .into a small tug at
6.30a.m. rogether rvith the transrritting and receiving
apparatus bclonging to Mr. Preece's Parallel Wire system and

transported all to Flat Holme Island. Fixed a rvire of 18

strands to top of 110 ft pole and prepared Mr. Marconi's
transmitter in a small hut close to mast. Slept at a small
house owned by the person in charge of the Cremation
Housc.'

$Rl:R$*
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Signals on tape received at Laver-
nock from Flat Holme and at Brean
Down lrom Lavernock during May
1897. The witnessing signature is
that of Capt. J. N. C. Kennedy who
attended the trials on behalf of the
War Office (Marconi negative 5913)
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For the ncxt few days, Kemp was busy on the littie island,

llttlng up and testing Marconi,s transmitter and preece,s
parellel wire system. He had trouble with the insulation of rhc
zinc dtum at the tod of the mast and with the insulation of the
srays. Splrks on rhe parallclr,rirc systcm alsu caused
difficulties whenever hc used the Marconi transmitter. bur
lhese werc.only 'reething rroubles' lnd by rhe \\.ednesday ol
the following week he was eble to record tbat ,The signals
rrrnsmiled at'ro\s lo LavernocL by Mr. Marconi.s trtnsmiler
rnd thc Parallel Wire systctn were goud.. lnsulalion. howcver,
was srtll proving troublesume and his nrxr commcnl wa5 .As I
did not like the insulation ot' thc drum, I sent some of thesc
signals on the acrial which was connecred to insulatetl stays,,
which is.a.reminder ol thc rery Irigh volrages 

"n.orn,.r..j in
r ne aefla I clrcull s ol r lre ea rly spark tra nsm it rerr.

A brief mention was made above of the two versions of
Kem,p s.diary. rhe original conlcmporar) pockcr dirry2 rparrs
ol \a hich rhr owner. his son. Lcslicl(cmp.kindlypermirredme
t: lhoto$aph some years ago) and the expanded version*
lv]tl:h Kemp prcparcd for the l4arconi Company in about
1930. The latter version contains an amount ofdetail to which
no reference is made in the original, and while no actual
contradictions have been noted, it is difficult to avoid
wondering how an old man (hc was more than 70 at the time)
writing more than thirty years after the events could have
remembered many of the trivial details he mentions. In the
original diary, the evenrs of thc time from Monday the 10th to
Fridal rhe l4rh Ma1 are brackrred rogerhc. wr;h rhe singlc
comment 'Signaliing with Marconi and parallelWire svstems"to

*The typed and cdired vercion of the diary of the tate c. S. Kemp
preparcd by bim for the Marcon; Company iD about 1930

Lavernock Point' but, in the 19 30 version, the daily events are
recorded r+ irh ronridcra blc deLl il, e.g.

Tbursday 13th May
'l he grelr day ior Flar llolmesignals. lsrarred rr 7 a.m. and
lit r cd a ncw r opper eon h u ire in lieu ol rne iron earrh. I sent
and receivcd good signals on both systems between 12 and
1.45 p.m.The firsrhallhourofVslrere on r prpersrripon
tbe.inker; the second, ,,so be it, let it be so',, and the third,
"it is cold herc and the wind is up,,. This messagc was posted
to the Kaiser by Professor Slaby.'

'[n the afternoon Mr. Marconi came over and tried some
adjustments; Mr. Taylor came with him and did a little
transmitting but, as I sent the best sentences between
12 and 2 p.m. I returned to rhose aAiusrments and sent them
the iollon ing,
'How are you?' repeated
'lt is hot'
'Marconi' 

rePeated

'Go to bed' 
rePeated

'Go to Ilull' 
rePeated
repeated

$tl:R$'
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'So be it'
'Tea herc is good'
Nine similar sentences follow.

The tests were tesumed
motor-driven commutator and

repeated
rePeated

thc following morning. A
a Vrill break were tded, but

with no rnarked improvcment on the previous day's results.

Sdtrffday 1stb M4/
'I dismantled the Marconi transmitting apparatus on Flat

Holme, leaving it at Penarth, and then arranged for a steamer

to Brean Down on Monday'

Transmission across Bristol Channel
This is the first mention in any of the records of the proposal

ro artempt to transmit right across thc Bristoi Channel from
Lavernock to Brean Down on the Some$et coast. It leaves the
impression that it was a sudden'on the spot'decision' inspired

in all probability by the success of the Lavernock- Flat Holme

experiments. Preparations continued over the weekend, with
Kemp assembling the Marconi transmitter on the top of the
cliff at Lavernock. However, Monday brought bad weather,

and Kemp noted that it was too rough for the receiver party to
landat Brean Down.

Kemp himself remained at Lavernock to operate the

transmitter, and just how the receiver party eventually reached

Brean Down is not evident from the surviving records. There is

no record either of the names of those in the receiver party, or
of exactiy what they received; but in his contemporary diary

Kemp noted -on Tuesday the 18th May that 'Good signals to
Brean Down using kite and 300 ft (91'4 m) of 4*trand wire'.

In the language of the day, the phrase 'good signals' was far
from being synonymous with 'good messages'. tn the 1930

version of his diary, I(cmp seems to qualify his original
comment by saying 'The engineers reported that they had

reccived signals at Brean Down'. Whether or not the signals

were exactly 'Q5' (fully readable), it is evident from Gavey's

report3 that the Post Office officials were impressed with the
inherent possibilities of the system. Signals, of sorts, had got
across, although it was clear that, in Gavey's words, 'There
was. . . . still much to be desired in order to convelt crude

appliances into good working devices'.

In fact, the apparatus that Marconi was using at the time of
the Lavcrnock trials possgssed two fundamental faults, one in
the transmitter and the othcr in the receiver and it is perhaps

surprising that the results obtained were as good as they were.

At the transmitter, the frequency of the principal oscillations
would have been determined by the diameter of the two large

brass balls of the Righi oscillator and the frequency would have

been approximately 50o-800 MHz. But the two outer balls
were connected to the aerial and earth, respectively, and this
system, whilc the spark gaps were sufficiently ionised, would
have possessed a resonant frequency of approximately
2-3 MHz. Inevitably, the system would have been very
inefficient.

Fundamental error
Similarly at the receiver a fundamental error in principle

was involved by interposing the coherer directly in the lead

connecting the aerial and earth. In its sensitive condition, a

cohercr possesses a very high resistance, and by locating it
directly in the aerial earth citcuit, it clearly interrupted the
contiDity of the oscillatory system. While there were a

number offacto6 that mitigated this error, it was undoubtedly

one of the major factors that contributed to the capricious and
inconsistent results that were so often experienced.

This historic series ofexperiments across the Bristol Channel
came to a close when Kemp noted the following in his diary:

Saturday 29th Mql
'Packed up and returned to Paddington by rhe 10.37 p.m.
train from Cardiff, arriving at Paddington at 3.30 a.m. on
Sunday morning. We stowed all the apparatus in the cloak
room'.
However, this was not quite the end of the association of

Lavernock and Brean Down with the early development of
wireless telegraphy.

Only a few weeks after the completion ofthe trials, Marconi
and his associates registered their company, the Wireless
Telegraph and Signal Company. An event that unfortunately
led to the Post Office breaking off all collaboration with
Marconi. The Secretary ofthe Post Office and his legal advisers
took the view that it would be improper for the Post Office ro
spend further time and money in developing an invention, the
patent rights in which were held by a public company. As a
result, the engineer-in-chief was formally instructed that 'for
the present Mr. Marconi could not take part in any Post Office
experiments whatever'.

Sub!ect dropped
For almost two yeats th€ subject of wireless telegraphy was

dropped completely within the Post Office, but by lhe autumn
of 1899 it became known thatMarconi was achievingranges of
approximately 60 miles, and, to 'keep in the swirt', it began to
seem desirable for the Post Office to pick up the threads once
more. An immediate incentive was provided by an approach
from an Hungarian inventor, Bela Schaefer, who offered a
receiver that might have provided an alternative to that
described in the Marconi patent. Arrangemenrs were accor-
dingly made for a thorough test of the Schaefer detector, and

to compare it with the coherer method of reception in a further
series of experirnents across the Bristol Channel between
Lavernock and Brean Down.

In the event, the instability of the Schaefer detecror showed
it to be quite useless for the purposes of communication, but
the Post Office now began to pursue the subject with
determination. The Brean Down site was soon found to be

inconvenient fer protracted experiments, and the station was

rcmoved to a more accessible location in the bay of
weston-super-Mare, With only brief intervals, experimental
transmissions were ca ied on between Lavernock and Weston

from October 1899 to April 1900, and by the time they were
concluded, the appamtus and circuitry had been much
improved, so that regular and fairly easy communication had
become possible.

Rift with Marconi
Deeply regrettable though the rift with Marconi in the

autumn of 1897 may have been (especially in the way in which
it tended to cloud relations between the Post office and the
Marconi Company for many years to come), there can be little
doubt that the two series of Lavernock trials and the associated

events were of the utmost importance in leading to the
establishment within the Post Office of a strong department
dealing particularly with wireless telegraphy. tndeed, it is to
ihe events related above that the modern radio branch can

trace its [oundation.
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